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More recently, the United Arab Emirates has built 
similar systems, and trial stations have shown posi-
tive results in Australia. While there have been more 
successful demonstrations in other nations, these 
three publicly available cases will serve to make the 
point.

Case Study: Mexico
In the 1990s, the then-director of the National Uni-

versity of Mexico’s Space Research and Development 
Program, Dr. Gianfranco Bissiachi, began collabora-
tion with a Russian scientist, Dr. Lev Pokhmelnykh, 
who had worked in weather modification since the 
1980s. Supported by Heberto Castillo, then-president 
of Mexico’s Senate Committee on Science and Tech-
nology, in 1996, Pokhmelnykh and Bissiachi oversaw 

the development of an initial network of three ioniza-
tion stations based upon Pokhmelnykh’s designs 
(ELAT).10 The initial results generated enough interest 
and support, that the system was expanded from three 
stations in 1999, to 21 by 2004.

In 2003, Mass High Tech ran an article discussing 
the potential use of ionization systems in the United 
States, based upon the precedent set in Mexico. It de-

10. In the early 1990s, after the fall of the Soviet Union, Pokhmel-
nykh started a company, Electrificación Local de la Atmósfera Ter-
restre SA (ELAT), based upon his weather modification techniques. 
See Adi Ignatius, “Rain, Rain, Go Away, Go Soak Someone Less Will-
ing to Pay: Moscow Firm Offers Weather Made to Order, Wall Street 
Journal, Oct. 2, 1992;  Andrew Higgins, “Out of Russia: For a Price, 
Even Weather Is Up for Sale,” Independent, Oct. 9, 1992; and “Rus-
sian Scientist—Mexico’s New Rain God?,” Reuters, June 24, 1996.

Cosmic Rays and Katrina
A 2008 study showed a relationship between galactic 
cosmic rays, solar activity, and the infamous hurri-
cane Katrina, which devastated New Orleans in 
2005.1

As described in the study, one key component in 
the intensity of cyclones and hurricanes is the tem-
perature difference between the relatively warm 
ocean, compared with the colder upper atmosphere. 
A greater temperature difference leads to a more in-
tense convection process, in which the warmer ocean 
air rises up to meet the colder air high in the atmo-
sphere above.

In the case of Katrina, while the storm was out 
over the Atlantic Ocean, the Earth’s magnetic field 
entered a period of intense fluctuation, known as a 
“geomagnetic storm.”2 Geomagnetic storms can, in 
turn, reduce the galactic cosmic rays entering the 
Earth’s atmosphere, because the Earth’s magnetic 
field generally acts to deflect charged particles like 

1.  V.G. Bondur, S.A. Pulinets, and G.A. Kim, “The Role of Galactic 
Cosmic Rays in Tropical Cyclogenesis: Evidence of Hurricane Ka-
trina,” Doklady Earth Sciences, 2008, Vol. 422, No. 2, pp. 244-249.
2. Geomagnetic storms are generated by strong outbursts of solar 
activity which bombard and rattle the Earth’s magnetic field, causing 
fluctuations in the intensity.

galactic cosmic rays. This lowering of cosmic-ray 
flux reaching the Earth due to a geomagnetic storm is 
a well-known phenomenon, called a Forebush de-
crease.

The constant inflow of cosmic rays causes an ion-
ization of the Earth’s atmosphere, inducing conden-
sation of water vapor, and the release of latent heat. 
Because this latent heat release plays an active role in 
warming the already cold upper atmosphere, if the 
cosmic-ray flux is reduced, so then is the ionization, 
condensation, and latent heat release—leading to a 
further cooling of the upper atmosphere.

As Katrina approached the Gulf of Mexico, the re-
duction of the cosmic-ray flux caused by the geomag-
netic storm of Aug. 24-25 led to a 9°C drop in the tem-
perature of the upper atmosphere, and a consequent 
increase in the intensity of the hurricane, since this in-
creased the temperature difference between the 
warmer ocean and the now even colder upper atmo-
sphere, resulting in increased convection and intensity.

In the context of discussing active weather modi-
fication, it is worth considering the possibility that 
perhaps such stores of potential energy (latent heat) 
could be actively modulated by mankind to defend 
our population against storm systems. If less ioniza-
tion/condensation can lead to an intensification, then 
perhaps increasing the ionization/condensation could 
be used to weaken threatening storms as well?


